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NEW QUESTION: 1
You have a database named Sales.
You need to create a table named Customer that includes the
columns described in the following table:
How should you complete the Transact SQL statement? To answer,
select the appropriate Transact-SQL segments in the answer
area.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation

Box 1: MASKED WITH (FUNCTION ='default()')
The Defualt masking method provides full masking according to
the data types of the designated fields.
Example column definition syntax: Phone# varchar(12) MASKED
WITH (FUNCTION = 'default()') NULL Box 2: MASKED WITH (FUNCTION
='partial(3,"XXXXXX",0)') The Custom String Masking method
exposes the first and last letters and adds a custom padding
string in the middle. prefix,[padding],suffix examples:
PhoneNumber varchar(10) MASKED WITH (FUNCTION =
'partial(5,"XXXXXXX",0)') Box 3: MASKED WITH (FUNCTION
='email()') The Email masking method which exposes the first
letter of an email address and the constant suffix ".com", in
the form of an email address. [email&#160;protected]
Example definition syntax: Email varchar(100) MASKEDWITH
(FUNCTION = 'email()') NULL References:
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/mt130841.aspx

NEW QUESTION: 2
Process-level redundancy is implemented by a system manager
process that creates the standby process. What two functions
are provided by the system-level process called Qnet Symlink
Manager (QSM)? (Choose two.)
A. provides an abstract name for a process or service
B. backing up the information for the broken connections
C. detection of a failed connection
D. provides common information for connecting processes and
services
E. distribution of symbolic link information
Answer: A,E
Explanation:
1.4. SP high end product
1.4.01. IOS-XR structure Process-Level Redundancy Process-level
redundancy is implemented by a system manager process creating
the standby process. Because the active process created the
standby process, the active process has all the information
that it needs to communicate with the standby process. The
active process uses a checkpoint database to share running
state with the standby process. Symbolic links and abstract
names are used to identify the processes. Clients do not see
the standby process until the active goes away. If a process
fails and it has created a standby process, a system-level
process called QNet Symlink Manager (QSM) and a library called
Event Connection Manager (ECM) are used to re-establish links
from the clients to the processes.
QSM provides:
Distribution of symbolic link information
Abstract name for a process or service
ECM provides:
Common information for connecting processes and services
Detection of broken connections
Only processes considered essential by development engineers

are designated to support
process-level redundancy. This is not a user-configurable
option.
Clients have to reconnect to the "new" active process (the
"original" standby process) when
they detect that the active process has failed. Clients can
connect to it using the symbolic
links and abstract names. The new active process creates a new
standby process.
The general steps in process redundancy are:
The active process dies.
The standby process becomes the active process.
A new standby process starts.
The new active process begins sending updates to the new
standby process.
Clients begin using the new active process through the symbolic
links and abstract names.

NEW QUESTION: 3
For Cortex-A series cores, what instruction(s) are recommended
to implement a mutex or semaphore?
A. SWP and SWPB
B. DSB and ISB
C. LDREX and STREX
D. DMB
Answer: C
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